  

Pakistan’s flirtations with
Tactical Nuclear Weapons
ADITI MALHOTRA

.UCLEAR $ETERRENCE THEORY IN THE CONTEXT OF )NDIA AND 0AKISTAN IS RATHER UNIQUE
0AKISTANS QUEST FOR THE POSSESSION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS WAS LARGELY MOTIVATED
with the intent of bridging its conventional military gap with India. This also gave
Pakistan the newly found enthusiasm to wage sub conventional conflict without
the risk of inviting a conventional military retaliation by India. One can infer
that deterrence worked during the Kargil War, Operation Parakram, the 26/11
terrorist strikes in Mumbai and India restrained itself from undertaking punitive
military actions.
Conflict under a nuclear hangover has given prominence to the concept of
limited war. It has also compelled both the countries to rework their warring
strategies. India has had to reconsider military options to deal with Pakistan in
a way that minimises the scope of a large-scale nuclear war and enhances the
UTILITY OF ITS SIZEABLE CONVENTIONAL FORCE 4HIS GAVE BIRTH TO THE )NDIAN !RMYS
@PRO ACTIVE STRATEGY ALSO TERMED AS THE #OLD 3TART $OCTRINE BY THE MEDIA AND
scholars. The pro-active operations strategy was a result of the failures and
lessons learnt during Operation Parakram. The new strategy endeavours to fight
a limited war in the nuclear overhang as a response to a conventional attack from
0AKISTAN BY EMPLOYING hQUICK THRUSTS BY SMALL INTEGRATED BATTLE GROUPS IN THE
event of hostilities.”1 As New Delhi unveiled its pro-active operations strategy,
Rawalpindi scrambled to seek a new strategy to counter what it perceived was
)NDIAS OFFENSIVE DESIGNS ON ITS TERRITORY
The Pakistan Army realised that it would be difficult for it to conventionally
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counter shallow strikes by “all-arms” integrated battle groups of the Indian Army
launched simultaneously all along the International Border in the event of a war.
It has therefore sought an answer to this challenge in the form of developing and
deploying Tactical nuclear weapons (TNWs). TNWs can be described as loweryield nuclear weapons designed for usage on a battlefield to denote limited war;
as opposed to strategic nuclear weapons that may be used as political weapons
OF DETERRENCE OR AIMED TO DEVASTATE AN ADVERSARYS POPULATION CENTRES OR DISRUPT
its war waging capabilities. For Pakistan, TNWs present a grand force-multiplier
that can dissuade India from undertaking pro-active operations that crosses
0AKISTANS UNDElNED REDLINE
In April 2011, Pakistan conducted its first test of the Hatf-IX or Nasr which
has a range of 60 km and is capable of carrying “nuclear warheads of appropriate
yield with high accuracy”.2 Analysts in Pakistan instantly hailed the test as
A COUNTER TO )NDIAS PRO ACTIVE STRATEGY 4ANVIR !HMAD +HAN FORMER FOREIGN
secretary of Pakistan confirmed to Kyodo News THAT 0AKISTAN ARMYS DECISION TO
increase the number of nuclear-capable short range missiles was a response to
)NDIAS #OLD 3TART $OCTRINE AS REFERRED BY 0AKISTAN 3 3HIREEN -AZARI 0AKISTANS
hawkish security analyst acclaimed their tactical nuclear capability and stated
that it acted as a “deterrent against use of mechanised conventional land forces”.4
In the same month, another short range air launched cruise missile, Hatf VIII
OR 2AAD WAS TESTED WHICH BEARS A RANGE OF  KM5 The stealth design missile is
capable of carrying a nuclear warhead. The year marked the commencement of a
NEW FACTOR IN 3OUTH !SIAN NUCLEAR EQUATION IE THE 4.7S )NTERESTINGLY THE UTILITY
of TNWs were downplayed immediately by Indian and Pakistani spokespersons
after their nuclear tests in 1998.6 However, it appears that these weapons would
prove to be more decisive in future wars and affect the nuclear deterrence in the
subcontinent.
In March 2012, Pakistan tested yet another short-range nuclear capable
missile, Hatf II or Abdali7 which has a range of 180 km. Just two month later,
Islamabad conducted the second testing of Haft-IX; evidently highlighting the
importance it attaches to TNWs and its relevance in its next conflict with the
Indian forces. Official reports indicate that Pakistan has attained an operational
level capability of deploying TNWs. At this juncture, it is worth noting that
0AKISTANS WARHEAD DESIGNS HAVE FOR LONG BEEN BASED ON HIGHLY ENRICHED
uranium (HEU) but reliable sources such as SIPRI have asserted that the country
is shifting towards a plutonium based arsenal. This is a favourable option for
0AKISTANS MILITARY AS PLUTONIUM BASED WARHEADS ARE LIGHTER AND COMPACT8 which
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The prevalence of
TNWs clearly limits
the space for Indian
forces to maneuver
in a limited
conventional war
and also emboldens
Pakistan’s foreign
policy.

makes it easier to mount on smaller missiles and use
on the battlefield. What is more concerning is that
)SLAMABADS PLUTONIUM BASED NUCLEAR STOCKPILES ARE
swelling by the day.
The use of these weapons is bound to affect the
nuclear deterrence dynamics in South Asia and allow
Islamabad to stage nuclear warheads on a “more
launch-ready posture”.9 The prevalence of TNWs
clearly limits the space for Indian forces to maneuver
in a limited conventional war and also emboldens
0AKISTANS FOREIGN POLICY /N THE OTHER HAND A LOT ALSO DEPENDS ON )NDIAS DECISION
to field its own TNWs in response to Pakistani TNW capability build-up, leading
to another weapons race in South Asia.

Disturbing the Nuclear Equation in South Asia
Nuclear weapons that remained strategic in nature meant inflexible usage
THEREBY RELATIVELY STABILISING THE NUCLEAR DETERRENCE EQUATION IN 3OUTH !SIA )N
contrast, the possible use of TNWs would destabilise the already precarious
situation due to the flexible nature of their usage.
TNWs are compact which can be fired from artillery guns making its utility
MORE RELEVANT IN THE BATTLElELD FOR USE AGAINST MILITARY TARGETS )N VIEW OF 4.7S
limited blast radius, lower damages and localised usage, Pakistan could use
them against a variety of military targets. The phobia associated with the usage
of a strategic nuclear weapon is taken away by a TNW, the damage of which is
@CONSIDERED RELATIVELY @ACCEPTABLE 4.7S ARE 0AKISTANS INSURANCE AGAINST A
perceived defeat dictated on Indian terms which lowers the nuclear threshold
during an Indo-Pakistan conflict.
Another area of complication in deploying TNWs is its command and control
(C2) structure. When deploying such weapons on the battlefield, C2 may be
delegated to the operational units. The dynamics of the battlefield are largely
different from the strategic central command, which increases the likelihood
of TNW usage by field commanders in adverse situations where they believe
that they have to either “use them or lose them”.10 The possibilities of misuse,
miscommunications, miscalculations and accidents also increase greatly when
such weapons are not under a centralised command structure. This is further
substantiated by the fact that Pakistan would have to deploy a large number of
TNWs during a conflict in order to credibly deter Indian offensive operations.
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The usability of TNWs renders the nuclear deterrence ineffective and
increases the risk of fighting a limited war with nuclear weapons, no matter how
small. This adds another layer of complexity to the current unpredictable and
UNSTABLE NUCLEAR EQUATION SHARED BETWEEN .EW $ELHI AND )SLAMABAD 4HIS ALSO
makes the potential to engage in a full-blown nuclear exchange more probable.
Additionally, Pakistan would have to factor in the fallout of a TNW strike on
its own forces operating in close proximity of the target area in a conventional
battlefield.11 This factor cannot be ignored by Pakistani planners when debating
the idea of deploying TNWs or attacking Indian forces on Pakistani soil.

Indian Response
How would India react to a first use tactical nuclear strike by Pakistan? This
REMAINS A QUESTION OF MUCH CONCERN NOT ONLY TO 0AKISTANS MILITARY BUT ALSO TO
the Indian decision makers and planners. A Pakistani tactical nuclear attack on
Indian forces is most likely to be carried out when it is certain of a local military
defeat. In case of such a use, would India retaliate with a massive nuclear strike
IMPOSING UNACCEPTABLE DAMAGE GIVEN THE @LIMITED NATURE AND GEOGRAPHICAL
confines of TNWs?
)NDIAS DRAFT NUCLEAR DOCTRINE STATES THAT hNUCLEAR WEAPONS WILL ONLY BE USED
in retaliation against a nuclear attack on Indian territory or on Indian forces
anywhere” and would invite “massive retaliation”. What is interesting is the use
OF WORD @ANYWHERE 4HIS SIGNALS THAT ANY NUCLEAR ATTACK ON )NDIAN FORCES EVEN ON
Pakistani territory would invite a massive retaliation.
It is also important to bring to light the statement made by former Indian
!IR #HIEF -ARSHAL 06 .AIK WHO IN RESPONSE TO A QUESTION OF .ASRS CAPABILITIES
UNEQUIVOCALLY STATED THAT h4ACTICAL OR STRATEGIC IT IS A NUCLEAR WEAPON 3O
obviously our response would be absolutely violent as per our existing policy. I
DONT THINK IT IS A GAME CHANGERv12
(OWEVER ONE CANNOT BUT QUESTION THE PRACTICABILITY OF SUCH A PROPOSITION
It remains to be seen how politically and diplomatically feasible would it be for
the Indian government to respond with a massive and unacceptable attack when
faced with a tactical use of a low-yield nuclear weapon. The decision to escalate
the conflict would lie with India, which would be expected to either surrender or
response heavily and violently. But at the same time, Pakistan should not consider
flirting with nuclear weapons, however light it may be in terms of yield and range.
The introduction of nuclear weapons would immediately bring about international
condemnation on it and strengthen support and sympathy for India.
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India too has the potential to respond with its short-range nuclear capable
missiles such as Prithvi and Dhanush. However, would an Indian tactical nuclear
response correspond with its doctrinal propagation of unacceptable and massive
RESPONSE 4HE SHORTEST RANGE OF 0RITHVI ) KM CAN EASILY REACH 0AKISTANS CITIES
that are near the Indo-Pakistan border. Any use of TNW from the Indian side
would invite an escalation of the war to another level of nuclear exchange.
The situation involving TNWs in an Indo-Pakistan conflict is highly
complicated and doctrinal declarations do not always bind a country during
adverse situations with innumerable factors weighing for or against a decision.
4HE PROGNOSIS MAY EVEN ILLUSTRATE 0AKISTANS SO CALLED @GAME CHANGER AGAINST A
perceived Indian offensive war doctrine may not offer the level of success it has
hoped for and is not likely to majorly impact Indian military options in the event
of a conflict.
&OR THE PRESENT IT MUST BE REALISED THAT 0AKISTANS EFFORTS TOWARDS ALARMINGLY
multiplying its inventory of short-range nuclear tipped missiles not only poses
the risk of escalating the nuclear arms race in South Asia but also increases the
vulnerability of such weapons falling into the hands of terrorists and non-state
actors alike. Needless to say, the introduction of TNWs in South Asia is only going
to complicate the application of nuclear deterrence theory and possible military
options planned by both the countries.

Aditi Malhotra is an Associate Fellow at the Centre for Land Warfare Studies.
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